
LONELY HEARTS CLASSIFIEDS @ CH 
 

To Linc: 
Dear Lincoln, you're such a handsome guy, 
We live in nearby paddocks, 
I'd like to catch your eye: 
 

In winter, your chin is so fuzzy, 
You stand so tall 
My heart goes buzzy-buzzy. 
 

Perhaps one day you'll love me true, 
Until then, 
I guess I'll just chew. On some hay. 
—from a pretty mare 
 
-------------------------------------------- 
 

Robust, slightly chubby boy, grey and dappled. 
Charismatic, roguish smile, occasionally debonair. 
Prone to flatulence. Likes: standing around looking bored, 
Sudden energetic spurts. 
Seeks fun loving mare with low expectations. Must like carrots. 
Write to: lovethechub@crickethill 
 
--------------------------------------- 

Oh, Christoff, sweet Christoff, 
You make me awfully nervous, 
You run around in circles  
Like you're going to join the circus! 
 

My heart goes pitter - patter 

When your tail swishes with so much swagger, 
But I feel just like a fool 
Cause I'm kinda just old-school. 
 

I hope one day you'll see, 
How much you mean to me: 
But until that day comes, 
I guess you're stuck with that human lady who rides you all the time. 
—an admirer at the barn 
 
------------------------------------------ 
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Mature lady, sophisticated, big eyes, lovely blond color. 
Enjoys going in circles, jumping with my head down, 
Lots of attention. Looking for someone to share quality time with— 

Ear scratches a must, very accepting of full body massage. 
Your stall or mine. 
Write to: sunbunny@crickethill 
 
---------------------------------- 
 

Didi, and Greta, and Wizzy 

the three of you make such a tizzy, 
You go all around, and up and down town, 
But you don't touch a drop of the fizzy! 

Love, Rio 
 
------------------------------------------- 
 

Do you like to chew on fence rails?  
I like to chew on fence rails.  
If you are interested in chewing on fences—posts or boards, together, 
Then send me a message! I can be reached at: 
lovetomunch@crickethill 
 
---------------------------------------------- 
 

Dark, exotic, mysterious, occasionally temperamental, very assertive mares seek  
wild stallion to join our herd. We’re looking for some excitement, let's run off into 
the sunset together! Or at least as far as the back fence. Meet us at the mare barn. 
Write to: theladies@crickethill 
 
------------------------------------------- 

Very short, very cute, very fuzzy. Dainty hooves.  
Very shy and retiring personality. Looking for someone to  
help boost my confidence with cuddles. Must have patience 

and access to lots of cookies. 
Write to: cutiepie@crickethill 
 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Older gent, seasoned professional, occasionally grouchy. 
Sometimes hears voices but ignores them  
in favor of doing my own thing. If you are independent  
too, let's meet. Or, we can just go around in circles till our  
paths cross. 
Write to: whichwayisleft?@crickethill 


